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All these phases you have been in process of getting interviewed. Now you have got an interview
call! It is time for you to present yourself best to the recruiter. You should enhance your technical
skills,soft skills and should impress the recruiter.

There are many ways to get success in an interview. Some tips to get success in interview are as
follows.

Dress professionally and be in time to the interview.
Be polite and calm when you are seated before recruiter
Be confident in answering recruiter’s question
Acquire details about the company through websites and show your knowledge about the company
to the recruiter.
Show evidences of your skill and make them believe that you are the right person to the specified
job.
Show them you are responsible and can take the job.

1.Tell me about yourself?

2. How has your experience prepared you for your career?

Coursework:

Aside from the discipline and engineering foundation learning that I have gained from my courses, I
think the design projects, reports, and presentations have prepared me most for my career.

Work Experience:

Through internships, I have gained self-esteem, confidence, and problem-solving skills. I also
refined my technical writing and learned to prepare professional documents for clients.

Student Organizations:

By working on multiple projects for different student organizations while keeping up my grades, I,ve
built time management and efficiency skills. Additionally, I,ve developed leadership, communication,
and teamwork abilities.

Life Experience:

In general, life has taught me determination and the importance of maintaining my ethical standards.

3. What made you choose your major?

My academic interests are broad, so I sought civil engineering to achieve a great balance of
mathematics, chemistry, biology, physics, and writing.

4. What contributions could you make in this organization that would help you to stand out from
other applicants?

In previous internships, my industriousness and ability to teach myself have been valuable assets to
the company. My self-teaching abilities will minimize overhead costs, and my industriousness at



targeting needs without prompting will set me apart from others. Additionally, one thing that has
always set me apart from my scientific/engineering peers are my broad interests and strong writing
abilities. I am not your typical "left-brained" engineer, and with my broad talents, I am likely to
provide diverse viewpoints.

5. What do you plan to be doing in five years, time?

Taking the PE exam and serving in supervisory/leadership roles both at work and in
professional/community organization(s). 

6. Describe the ideal job.

Ideally, I would like to work in a fun, warm environment with individuals working independently
towards team goals or individual goals. I am not concerned about minor elements, such as dress
codes, cubicles, and the level of formality. Most important to me is an atmosphere that fosters
attention to quality, honesty, and integrity.

7. What do you know about this organization? 
This question is one reason to do some research on the organization before the interview. Find out
where they have been and where they are going. What are the current issues and who are the
major players?

8.What kind of salary do you need? 
A loaded question. A nasty little game that you will probably lose if you answer first. So, do not
answer it. Instead, say something like, That’s a tough question. Can you tell me the range for this
position? In most cases, the interviewer, taken off guard, will tell you. If not, say that it can depend
on the details of the job. Then give a wide range.

9. Do you have any questions for me? 

Always have some questions prepared. Questions prepared where you will be an asset to the
organization are good. How soon will I be able to be productive? and What type of projects will I be
able to assist on? are examples

10. Explain how you would be an asset to this organization ?

You should be anxious for this question. It gives you a chance to highlight your best points as they
relate to the position being discussed. Give a little advance thought to this relationship.
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